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Magic in the Modern World Jan 30 2023 This collection of
essays considers the place of magic in the modern world,
first by exploring the ways in which modernity has been
defined in explicit opposition to magic and superstition,
and then by illuminating how modern proponents of magic
have worked to legitimize their practices through an overt
embrace of evolving forms such as esotericism and
supernaturalism. Taking a two-track approach, this book
explores the complex dynamics of the construction of the



modern self and its relation to the modern preoccupation
with magic. Essays examine how modern “rational”
consciousness is generated and maintained and how
proponents of both magical and scientific traditions
rationalize evidence to fit accepted orthodoxy. This book
also describes how people unsatisfied with the norms of
modern subjectivity embrace various forms of magic—and the
methods these modern practitioners use to legitimate magic
in the modern world. A compelling assessment of magic from
the early modern period to today, Magic in the Modern World
shows how, despite the dominant culture’s emphatic denial
of their validity, older forms of magic persist and develop
while new forms of magic continue to emerge. In addition to
the editors, contributors include Egil Asprem, Erik Davis,
Megan Goodwin, Dan Harms, Adam Jortner, and Benedek Láng.
 The Birth of the Modern World, 1780-1914 Dec 09 2023 This
thematic history of the world from 1780 to the onset of the
First World War reveals that the world was far more
‘globalised’ at this time than is commonly thought.
Explores previously neglected sets of connections in world
history. Reveals that the world was far more ‘globalised’,
even at the beginning of this period, than is commonly
thought. Sketches the ‘ripple effects’ of world crises such
as the European revolutions and the American Civil War.
Shows how events in Asia, Africa and South America impacted
on the world as a whole. Considers the great themes of the
nineteenth-century world, including the rise of the modern
state, industrialisation and liberalism. Challenges and
complements the regional and national approaches which have
traditionally dominated history teaching and writing.
 Reformations Apr 08 2021 This fast-paced survey of Western
civilization’s transition from the Middle Ages to modernity
brings that tumultuous period vividly to life. Carlos Eire,
popular professor and gifted writer, chronicles the two-
hundred-year era of the Renaissance and Reformation with
particular attention to issues that persist as concerns in
the present day. Eire connects the Protestant and Catholic
Reformations in new and profound ways, and he demonstrates
convincingly that this crucial turning point in history not



only affected people long gone, but continues to shape our
world and define who we are today. The book focuses on the
vast changes that took place in Western civilization
between 1450 and 1650, from Gutenberg’s printing press and
the subsequent revolution in the spread of ideas to the
close of the Thirty Years’ War. Eire devotes equal
attention to the various Protestant traditions and churches
as well as to Catholicism, skepticism, and secularism, and
he takes into account the expansion of European culture and
religion into other lands, particularly the Americas and
Asia. He also underscores how changes in religion
transformed the Western secular world. A book created with
students and nonspecialists in mind, Reformations is an
inspiring, provocative volume for any reader who is curious
about the role of ideas and beliefs in history.
 How to Survive the Modern World: Making sense of, and
finding calm in, unsteady times Oct 15 2021 A guide to
modern times that explores the challenges living in the
21st century can pose to our mental wellbeing. The modern
world has brought us a range of extraordinary benefits and
joys, including technology, medicine and transport. But it
can also feel as though modern times have plunged us ever
deeper into greed, despair and agitation. Seldom has the
world felt more privileged and resource-rich yet also
worried, blinkered, furious, panicked and self-absorbed.
How to Survive the Modern World is the ultimate guide to
navigating our unusual times. It identifies a range of
themes that present acute challenges to our mental
wellbeing. The book tackles our relationship to the news
media, our ideas of love and sex, our assumptions about
money and our careers, our attitudes to animals and the
natural world, our admiration for science and technology,
our belief in individualism and secularism – and our
suspicion of quiet and solitude. In all cases, the book
helps us to understand how we got to where we are, digging
deeply and fascinatingly into the history of ideas, while
pointing us towards a saner individual and collective
future. The emphasis isn’t just on understanding modern
times but also on knowing how we can best relate to the



difficulties these present. The book helps us to form a
calmer, more authentic, more resilient and sometimes more
light-hearted relationship to the follies and obsessions of
our age. If modern times are (in part) something of a
disease, this is both the diagnostic and the soothing, hope-
filled cure.
 Modern World History Feb 04 2021
 Genghis Khan and the Making of the Modern World May 02
2023 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The startling true history
of how one extraordinary man from a remote corner of the
world created an empire that led the world into the modern
age—by the author featured in Echoes of the Empire: Beyond
Genghis Khan. The Mongol army led by Genghis Khan
subjugated more lands and people in twenty-five years than
the Romans did in four hundred. In nearly every country the
Mongols conquered, they brought an unprecedented rise in
cultural communication, expanded trade, and a blossoming of
civilization. Vastly more progressive than his European or
Asian counterparts, Genghis Khan abolished torture, granted
universal religious freedom, and smashed feudal systems of
aristocratic privilege. From the story of his rise through
the tribal culture to the explosion of civilization that
the Mongol Empire unleashed, this brilliant work of
revisionist history is nothing less than the epic story of
how the modern world was made.
 International Theory Apr 20 2022 This book provides a
major review of the state of international theory. It is
focused around the issue of whether the positivist phase of
international theory is now over, or whether the subject
remains mainly positivistic. Leading scholars analyse the
traditional theoretical approaches in the discipline, then
examine the issues and groups which are marginalised by
mainstream theory, before turning to four important new
developments in international theory (historical sociology,
post-structuralism, feminism, and critical theory). The
book concludes with five chapters which look at the future
of the subject and the practice of international relations.
This survey brings together key figures who have made
leading contributions to the development of mainstream and



alternative theory, and will be a valuable text for both
students and scholars of international relations.
 Europe in the Modern World Feb 16 2022 "Europe in the
Modern World: A New Narrative History Since 1500 is an
unusually engaging narrative history of Europe since 1500.
Written by an award-winning teacher and scholar, the
narrative highlights the major episodes of the European
past and vividly connects those episodes to major
international events"--
 Making the Modern World Sep 06 2023 How much further
should the affluent world push its material consumption?
Does relative dematerialization lead to absolute decline in
demand for materials? These and many other questions are
discussed and answered in Making the Modern World:
Materials and Dematerialization. Over the course of time,
the modern world has become dependent on unprecedented
flows of materials. Now even the most efficient production
processes and the highest practical rates of recycling may
not be enough to result in dematerialization rates that
would be high enough to negate the rising demand for
materials generated by continuing population growth and
rising standards of living. This book explores the costs of
this dependence and the potential for substantial
dematerialization of modern economies. Making the Modern
World: Materials and Dematerialization considers the
principal materials used throughout history, from wood and
stone, through to metals, alloys, plastics and silicon,
describing their extraction and production as well as their
dominant applications. The evolving productivities of
material extraction, processing, synthesis, finishing and
distribution, and the energy costs and environmental impact
of rising material consumption are examined in detail. The
book concludes with an outlook for the future, discussing
the prospects for dematerialization and potential
constrains on materials. This interdisciplinary text
provides useful perspectives for readers with backgrounds
including resource economics, environmental studies, energy
analysis, mineral geology, industrial organization,
manufacturing and material science.



 Public Religions in the Modern World May 22 2022 In a
sweeping reconsideration of the relation between religion
and modernity, Jose Casanova surveys the roles that
religions may play in the public sphere of modern
societies. During the 1980s, religious traditions around
the world, from Islamic fundamentalism to Catholic
liberation theology, began making their way, often
forcefully, out of the private sphere and into public life,
causing the "deprivatization" of religion in contemporary
life. No longer content merely to administer pastoral care
to individual souls, religious institutions are challenging
dominant political and social forces, raising questions
about the claims of entities such as nations and markets to
be "value neutral", and straining the traditional
connections of private and public morality. Casanova looks
at five cases from two religious traditions (Catholicism
and Protestantism) in four countries (Spain, Poland,
Brazil, and the United States). These cases challenge
postwar—and indeed post-Enlightenment—assumptions about the
role of modernity and secularization in religious movements
throughout the world. This book expands our understanding
of the increasingly significant role religion plays in the
ongoing construction of the modern world.
 Wonderland May 14 2024 "Everyone knows the old saying
"necessity is the mother of invention," but if you do a
paternity test on many of the modern world's most important
ideas or institutions, you will find, invariably, that
leisure and play were involved in the conception as well."
Most history books don't concern themselves with delight.
History is the serious business of war, treaties,
governments and monarchs. This is a different kind of
history book. Steven Johnson argues that if you want to
understand how we got to now, you have to understand
pleasure and play. A staggering amount of the landscape of
modern life is populated by environments and technology
designed to entertain and delight us. Here history of
popular entertainment, arguing that the pursuit of novelty
and wonder is a powerful driver of world-shaping
technological change. Throughout history, he locates the



cutting edge of innovation wherever people are working the
hardest to keep themselves and others amused.He introduces
us to the colorful innovators of leisure: the explorers,
proprietors, showmen, and artists who changed the
trajectory of history with their luxurious wares, exotic
meals, taverns, gambling tables, and magic shows.
 Epidemics and the Modern World Mar 12 2024 Epidemics and
the Modern World uses biographies of epidemics such as
plague, tuberculosis, and HIV/AIDS to explore the impact of
diseases on society from the fourteenth century to the
twenty-first century.
 The Origins of the Modern World Jun 15 2024 How did the
modern world get to be the way it is? How did we come to
live in a globalized, industrialized, capitalistic set of
nation-states? Moving beyond Eurocentric explanations and
histories that revolve around the rise of the West,
distinguished historian Robert B. Marks explores the roles
of Asia, Africa, and the New World in the global story. He
defines the modern world as marked by industry, the nation
state, interstate warfare, a large and growing gap between
the wealthiest and poorest parts of the world, and an
escape from environmental constraints. Bringing the saga to
the present, Marks considers how and why the United States
emerged as a world power in the 20th century and the sole
superpower by the 21st century; the powerful resurgence of
Asia; and the vastly changed relationship of humans to the
environment.
 A History of the Modern World Oct 07 2023
 Hinduism in the Modern World Nov 15 2021 Hinduism in the
Modern World presents a new and unprecedented attempt to
survey the nature, range, and significance of modern and
contemporary Hinduism in South Asia and the global
diaspora. Organized to reflect the direction of recent
scholarly research, this volume breaks with earlier texts
on this subject by seeking to overcome a misleading
dichotomy between an elite, intellectualist "modern"
Hinduism and the rest of what has so often been
misleadingly termed "traditional" or "popular" Hinduism.
Without neglecting the significance of modern reformist



visions of Hinduism, this book reconceptualizes the meaning
of "modern Hinduism" both by expanding its content and by
situating its expression within a larger framework of
history, ethnography, and contemporary critical theory.
This volume equips undergraduate readers with the tools
necessary to appreciate the richness and diversity of
Hinduism as it has developed during the past two centuries.
 The Jew in the Modern World Jul 12 2021 The last two
centuries have witnessed a radical transformation of Jewish
life. Marked by such profound events as the Holocaust and
the establishment of the state of Israel, Judaism's long
journey through the modern age has been a complex and
tumultuous one, leading many Jews to ask themselves not
only where they have been and where they are going, but
what it means to be a Jew in today's world. Tracing the
Jewish experience in the modern period and illustrating the
transformation of Jewish religion, culture, and identity
from the 17th century to 1948, the updated edition of this
critically acclaimed volume of primary materials remains
the most complete sourcebook on modern Jewish history. Now
expanded to supplement the most vital documents of the
first edition, The Jew in the Modern World features
hitherto unpublished and inaccessible sources concerning
the Jewish experience in Eastern Europe, women in Jewish
history, American Jewish life, the Holocaust, and Zionism
and the nascent Jewish community in Palestine on the eve of
the establishment of the State of Israel. The documents are
arranged chronologically in each of eleven chapters and are
meticulously and extensively annotated and cross-referenced
in order to provide the student with ready access to a wide
variety of issues, key historical figures, and events.
Complete with some twenty useful tables detailing Jewish
demographic trends, this is a unique resource for any
course in Jewish history, Zionism and Israel, the
Holocaust, or European and American history.
 The Middle East in Modern World History Jan 18 2022 The
Middle East in Modern World History focuses on the history
of this region over the past 200 years. It examines how
global trends during this period shaped the Middle East and



how these trends were affected by the region’s development.
Three trends from the past two centuries are highlighted:
The region as a strategic conduit between East and West The
development of the region's natural resources, especially
oil The impact of a rapidly globalizing world economy on
the Middle East
 B is for Bauhaus Oct 27 2022 This book is not a
dictionary, though it tells you all you need know about
everything from Authenticity to Zips. It's not an
autobiography, though it does offer a revealing and highly
personal inside view of contemporary culture. It's an
essential tool kit for understanding the modern world. It's
about what makes a Warhol a genuine fake; the creation of
national identities; the mania to collect. It's also about
the world seen from the rear view mirror of Grand Theft
Auto V; digital ornament and why we value imperfection.
It's about drinking a bruisingly dry martini in Adolf Loo's
American bar in Vienna, and about Hitchcock's film sets.
It's about fashion and technology, about politics and art.
 Religions in the Modern World Mar 20 2022 This
comprehensive guide offers an unrivalled introduction to
recent work in the study of religion, from the religious
traditions of Asia and the West, to new forms of religion
and spirituality such as New Age. With an historical
introduction to each religion and detailed analysis of its
place in the modern world, Religions in the Modern World is
ideal for newcomers to the study of religion. It
incorporates case-studies and anecdotes, text extracts,
chapter menus and end-of-chapter summaries, glossaries and
annotated further reading sections. Topics covered include:
* religion, colonialism and postcolonialism * religious
nationalism * women and religion * religion and
globalization * religion and authority * the rise of new
spiritualities.
 Being and Oil Sep 25 2022 In the first ever book-length
manifesto of Peak Oil Philosophy, Chad Haag argues that the
transition to Fossil Fuel Modernity replaced the herds of
megafauna of the Hunter Gatherer Worldview and the
cyclically-harvested grain of the Agrarian Worldview with a



single immensely powerful but quickly vanishing substance:
oil. Everything we do is a euphemism for burning vast
amounts of fossil fuels. Haag provides an original
hierarchy of transcendental standards of meaning to reveal
the extent to which our mythologies, systems, counter sense
objects, and deep memes are just so many incomplete
revelations of our Phenomenological awareness of petroleum.
But as the globe already hit Peak Oil in 2005 and has been
on the downward slope of depletion ever since, these higher
order meanings have begun to collapse into falsity. Oil's
peculiar role in sustaining systems of meaning precisely
through imposing a hard physical limit to existence
therefore requires a novel Ontology of Limitation. Haag
reawakens the Heideggerian quest for Being by suggesting
that even the subject itself must be understood as a
limitation sustained through the limitation of, in our era,
fossil fuels. Haag introduces a new table of 15 modes of
truth to explicate how Peak Oil defies a simple binary of
truth and falsity, given that even truth under Fossil Fuels
is just a euphemism for oil's presence. Combining the Peak
Oil insights of John Michael Greer and the anti-
technological theories of Ted Kaczynski with the
philosophical rigor of Heidegger, Aristotle, Zizek, Plato,
Husserl, Descartes, and Jordan Peterson, Haag crafts a
truly unique response to the challenge of joining Peak Oil
and Philosophy.
 Revolution in the Making of the Modern World Aug 25 2022
Featuring contributions from leading thinkers on
revolution, it combines theoretical concerns with case
studies of individual revolutions to question whether ideas
of revolution are still relevant in the postmodern and
globalized world of the twenty-first century.
 Thucydides and the Modern World Aug 05 2023 Explores the
far-reaching impact of the ancient Greek historian
Thucydides on modern historiography, political theory and
international relations.
 Forging the Modern World Apr 13 2024 Forging the Modern
World offers an accessible explanation of key
transformations in global economic, political, and



ideological relationships since the sixteenth century.
Examining global history by exploring the ways historians
construct the past, this text will help students reflect on
howsources, methodologies, and trends shape how we perceive
history.
 1946 May 10 2021 With the end of the Second World War, a
new world was born. The peace agreements that brought the
conflict to an end implemented decisions that not only
shaped the second half of the twentieth century, but
continue to affect our world today and impact on its
future. In 1946 the Cold War began, the state of Israel was
conceived, the independence of India was all but confirmed
and Chinese Communists gained a decisive upper hand in
their fight for power. It was a pivotal year in modern
history in which countries were reborn and created,
national and ideological boundaries were redrawn and people
across the globe began to rebuild their lives. In this
remarkable history, the foreign correspondent and historian
Victor Sebestyen draws on contemporary documents from
around the world - including Stalin's personal notes from
the Potsdam peace conference - to examine what lay behind
the political decision-making. Sebestyen uses a vast array
of archival material and personal testimonies to explore
how the lives of generations of people across continents
were shaped by the events of 1946. Taking readers from
Berlin to London, from Paris to Moscow, from Washington to
Jerusalem and from Delhi to Shanghai, this is a vivid and
wide-ranging account of both powerbrokers and ordinary men
and women from an acclaimed author.
 Death in the Modern World Jul 24 2022 Death comes to all
humans, but how death is managed, symbolised and
experienced varies widely, not only between individuals but
also between groups. What then shapes how a society manages
death, dying and bereavement today? Are all modern
countries similar? How important are culture, the physical
environment, national histories, national laws and
institutions, and globalization? This is the first book to
look at how all these different factors shape death and
dying in the modern world. Written by an internationally



renowned scholar in death studies, and drawing on examples
from around the world, including the UK, USA, China and
Japan, The Netherlands, Scandinavia and Eastern Europe.
This book investigates how key factors such as money,
communication technologies, economic in/security, risk, the
family, religion, and war, interact in complex ways to
shape people’s experiences of dying and grief. Essential
reading for students, researchers and professionals across
sociology, anthropology, social work and healthcare, and
for anyone who wants to understand how countries around the
world manage death and dying.
 Domestic Devotions in the Early Modern World Jun 10 2021
This volume sets out to explore the world of domestic
devotions and is premised on the assumption that the home
was a central space of religious practice and experience
throughout the early modern world. The contributions to
this book, which deal with themes dating from the fifteenth
to the eighteenth century, tell of the intimate
relationship between humans and the sacred within the walls
of the home. The volume demonstrates that the home cannot
be studied in isolation: the sixteen essays, that encompass
religious history, the histories of art and architecture,
material culture, literary history, and social and cultural
history, instead point individually and collectively to the
porosity of the home and its connectedness with other
institutions and broader communities. Contributors: Dotan
Arad, Kathleen Ashley, Martin Christ, Hildegard Diemberger,
Marco Faini, Suzanna Ivanič, Debra Kaplan, Marion H. Katz,
Soyeon Kim, Hester Lees-Jeffries, Borja Franco Llopis,
Alessia Meneghin, Francisco J. Moreno Díaz del Campo,
Cristina Osswald, Kathleen M. Ryor, Igor Sosa Mayor,
Hanneke van Asperen, Torsten Wollina, and Jungyoon Yang.
 Revolt Against the Modern World Jun 03 2023 With
unflinching gaze and uncompromising intensity Julius Evola
analyzes the spiritual and cultural malaise at the heart of
Western civilization and all that passes for progress in
the modern world. As a gadfly, Evola spares no one and
nothing in his survey of what we have lost and where we are
headed. At turns prophetic and provocative, Revolt against



the Modern World outlines a profound metaphysics of history
and demonstrates how and why we have lost contact with the
transcendent dimension of being. The revolt advocated by
Evola does not resemble the familiar protests of either
liberals or conservatives. His criticisms are not limited
to exposing the mindless nature of consumerism, the march
of progress, the rise of technocracy, or the dominance of
unalloyed individualism, although these and other subjects
come under his scrutiny. Rather, he attempts to trace in
space and time the remote causes and processes that have
exercised corrosive influence on what he considers to be
the higher values, ideals, beliefs, and codes of
conduct--the world of Tradition--that are at the foundation
of Western civilization and described in the myths and
sacred literature of the Indo‑Europeans. Agreeing with the
Hindu philosophers that history is the movement of huge
cycles and that we are now in the Kali Yuga, the age of
dissolution and decadence, Evola finds revolt to be the
only logical response for those who oppose the materialism
and ritualized meaninglessness of life in the twentieth
century. Through a sweeping study of the structures, myths,
beliefs, and spiritual traditions of the major Western
civilizations, the author compares the characteristics of
the modern world with those of traditional societies. The
domains explored include politics, law, the rise and fall
of empires, the history of the Church, the doctrine of the
two natures, life and death, social institutions and the
caste system, the limits of racial theories, capitalism and
communism, relations between the sexes, and the meaning of
warriorhood. At every turn Evola challenges the reader’s
most cherished assumptions about fundamental aspects of
modern life. A controversial scholar, philosopher, and
social thinker, JULIUS EVOLA (1898-1974) has only recently
become known to more than a handful of English‑speaking
readers. An authority on the world’s esoteric traditions,
Evola wrote extensively on ancient civilizations and the
world of Tradition in both East and West. Other books by
Evola published by Inner Traditions include Eros and the
Mysteries of Love, The Yoga of Power, The Hermetic



Tradition, and The Doctrine of Awakening.
 The World in the 20th Century Nov 27 2022 Presents a
framework of key events in the 20th century in a user-
friendly format. The World in the Twentieth Century is a
brief, straightforward text written so instructors may
guide their students through learning and using the
historical events of the 20th century. It focuses on
encouraging students to make connections and understand the
big picture by centering on four important themes: The
effects of technology on world history Changing global
identities Shifting borders Globalization Learning Goals
Upon completing this book readers will be able to:
Understand the events and issues of the 20th century Link
the events and people of the past to current events and
global conditions Connect the events and concepts to the
overarching course themes Note: MySearchLab does not come
automatically packaged with this text. To purchase
MySearchLab, please visit: www.mysearchlab.com or you can
purchase a ValuePack of the text + MySearchLab (at no
additional cost): ValuePack ISBN-10: 0205234038 / ValuePack
ISBN-13: 9780205234035.
 Religious Internationals in the Modern World Mar 08 2021
Tracing the emergence of 'Religious Internationals' as a
distinctive new phenomenon in world history, this book
transforms our understanding of the role of religion in our
modern world. Through in-depth studies comparing the
experiences of Buddhists, Christians, Hindus, Jews and
Muslims, leading experts shed new light on 'global civil
society'.
 Cross-Cultural Encounters in Modern World History Dec 17
2021 Cross-Cultural Encounters in Modern World History
explores cultural contact as an agent of change. It takes
an encounters approach to world history since 1500, rather
than a political one, to reveal different perspectives and
experiences as well as key patterns and transformations. It
studies the spaces between cultures historically to help us
transcend human differences today in a rapidly globalizing
world. The text focuses on first encounters that suggest
long-term developments and particularly significant



encounters that have changed the direction of world
history. Because of the complexities of these encounters,
the author takes a user-friendly approach to keep the text
accessible to students with varying backgrounds in history.
 Social Revolutions in the Modern World Dec 29 2022 Theda
Skocpol, author of the award-winning 1979 book States and
Social Revolutions, updates her arguments about social
revolutions.
 Mastering Modern World History Jan 10 2024 The fifth
edition of this bestselling book is for school and college
students taking courses in Modern World History and for
undergraduates in History and International Relations. It
is a complete, self-contained, lively and highly readable
course, suitable for individual study or classroom use. The
general reader who wishes to find out how the world got
into its present state will also find the book useful. Key
features of the fifth edition: - A new chapter on Latin
America and its changing relationship with the USA - New
sections on the Arab Spring, the 2008 financial crash and
its aftermath, and the European Union in crisis - New
material on the changing face of communism in China; USA:
Bush to Obama; Russia under Putin and Medvedev; the
continuing conflict between Palestinians and Israelis and
the 'war against terrorism' Content includes: - A survey of
international relations and war from 1900 to 2012 - Europe
and its history - the rise and fall of fascism and
communism - International affairs of the major superpowers
- USA, Russia/USSR and China - International conflict -The
Holocaust, 9/11 and the fall of Saddam Hussein -
Decolonization and subsequent events in Africa, and the
rise of political Islam - Global problems - climate change,
economic crises, the population 'explosion' - Mention of
disagreements and controversies among historians, as well
as new interpretations and discoveries Norman Lowe has had
many years' experience of teaching History at all levels,
and for 25 years was Head of History at Nelson and Colne
College in Lancashire. He is the author of Mastering Modern
British History and Mastering Twentieth Century Russian
History. Fully updated companion website with examples of



document questions for each chapter
www.palgrave.com/masterseries/Lowe
 Science and the Modern World Jun 22 2022
 Conversations of Modern World History: 50 Voices from 1400
to the Present Jul 04 2023 Featuring fifty primary source
documents introduced within an historical narrative,
Conversations of Modern World History: 50 Voices from 1400
to the Present offers readers an overview of the last six
hundred years of the human experience. From the Chinese
Ming dynasty to the emerging Russian Federation, students
learn stories and perspectives of the past as told by those
who lived them. Both a textbook and a source reader,
Conversations of Modern World History provides the
historical and biographical contexts needed to understand
and thoughtfully react to the conversation of history. A
diverse group of men and women offer their perspective of
various moments in history through their speeches,
political statements, books, and journals. Each annotated
document naturally leads to the next, helping readers
understand that historical events were interconnected and
that current discussions have roots going back hundreds of
years. Conversations of Modern World History combines the
best of general narrative textbooks, short biographies, and
primary source readers to help students see the
interconnectedness of humanity past and present. It is an
ideal text for world history survey courses from the 1400s
onward. Zachary Wingerd earned his Ph.D. in transatlantic
history from the University of Texas, Arlington. He taught
at Lon Morris College and the University of Texas, Tyler
before joining the faculty at Baylor University. Dr.
Wingerd has taught courses in world, American, Atlantic,
Texas, and Latin American history, as well as
historiography.
 A History of the Modern World Sep 13 2021
 Confucianism for the Modern World Aug 13 2021 While
Confucian ideals continue to inspire thinkers and political
actors, discussions of concrete Confucian practices and
institutions appropriate for the modern era have been
conspicuously absent from the literature thus far. This



volume represents the most cutting edge effort to spell out
in meticulous detail the relevance of Confucianism for the
contemporary world. The contributors to this
book--internationally renowned philosophers, lawyers,
historians, and social scientists--argue for feasible and
desirable Confucian policies and institutions as they
attempt to draw out the political, economic, and legal
implications of Confucianism for the modern world.
 A Patriot's History of the United States Apr 01 2023 For
the past three decades, many history professors have
allowed their biases to distort the way America’s past is
taught. These intellectuals have searched for instances of
racism, sexism, and bigotry in our history while
downplaying the greatness of America’s patriots and the
achievements of “dead white men.” As a result, more
emphasis is placed on Harriet Tubman than on George
Washington; more about the internment of Japanese Americans
during World War II than about D-Day or Iwo Jima; more on
the dangers we faced from Joseph McCarthy than those we
faced from Josef Stalin. A Patriot’s History of the United
States corrects those doctrinaire biases. In this
groundbreaking book, America’s discovery, founding, and
development are reexamined with an appreciation for the
elements of public virtue, personal liberty, and private
property that make this nation uniquely successful. This
book offers a long-overdue acknowledgment of America’s true
and proud history.
 A Patriot's History® of the Modern World, Vol. I Nov 08
2023 “America’s story from 1898 to 1945 is nothing less
than the triumph of American exceptionalism over liberal
progressivism, despite a few temporary victories by the
latter.” Conservative historian Larry Schweikart has won
wide acclaim for his number one New York Times bestseller,
A Patriot’s History of the United States. It proved that,
contrary to the liberal biases in countless other history
books, America had not really been founded on racism,
sexism, greed, and oppression. Schweikart and coauthor
Michael Allen restored the truly great achievements of
America’s patriots, founders, and heroes to their rightful



place of honor. Now Schweikart and coauthor Dave Dougherty
are back with a new perspective on America’s half-century
rise to the center of the world stage. This all-new volume
corrects many of the biases that cloud the way people view
the Treaty of Versailles, the Roaring Twenties, the Crash
of 1929, the deployment of the atomic bomb, and other
critical events in global history. Beginning with the
Spanish-American War— which introduced the United States as
a global military power that could no longer be ignored—and
continuing through the end of World War II, this book shows
how a free, capitalist nation could thrive when put face-to-
face with tyrannical and socialist powers. Schweikart and
Dougherty narrate the many times America proved its
dominance by upholding the principles on which it was
founded—and struggled on the rare occasions when it strayed
from those principles. The authors make a convincing case
that America has constantly been a force for good in the
world, improving standards of living, introducing innova-
tions, guaranteeing liberty, and offering opportunities to
those who had none elsewhere. They also illustrate how the
country ascended to superpower status at the same time it
was figuring out its own identity. While American ideals
were defeating tyrants abroad, a constant struggle against
progressivism was being waged at home, leading to the
stumbles of the Great Depression, the New Deal, and the
attack on Pearl Harbor. Despite this rocky entrance on the
world stage, it was during this half century that the world
came to embrace all things American, from its innovations
and businesses to its political system and popular culture.
The United States began to define what the rest of the
world could emulate as the new global ideal. A Patriot’s
History of the Modern World provides a new perspective on
our extraordinary past—and offers lessons we can apply to
preserve American exceptionalism today and tomorrow.
 A Concise History of the Modern World Feb 28 2023 This
book investigates the major changes in world history and
world economy during the past five hundred years and
explains to what extent world forces have been responsible
for shaping both past and present. Its underlying theme is



the struggle for power in which, since the sixteenth
century, the West has prevailed. Many of the problems of
the contemporary world - including terrorism - are the
legacy of the period of Western domination. Until the rise
of the West, and its incomparable impact on every branch of
human activity, the centre of the world has been in Asia.
By the nineteenth century world power was firmly in the
hands of the West. America's later rise to world status was
prompted by the two world wars. The most prominent of the
Western nations, the US is now blamed for all the excesses
of an earlier colonial age.
 The Modern World Feb 11 2024 This volume covers the core
content of all the Modern World History GCSE
specifications, including the most popular outline and
depth studies, and coursework options. Presented in double-
page spreads, the text focuses on the essential information
and historical skills needed to do well in the exams.
Introductory spreads at the start of each chapter encourage
students to focus on the key issues, and end of chapter
summaries and examiner's tips help students to prepare for
the exams. Difficult terms are highlighted and explained on
the page, while extra information is provided in the
margins to challenge and stimulate the more able. Questions
develop both knowledge and skills and concentrate on areas
commonly found most difficult.
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